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PROJECT VESSEL CREW COVID19 FREE
Object: Present project, built during Covid19 Pandemia period, concern the demand,
manifested by commercial vessel’s owners and by shipping agencies, to grant its crews
health and safety onboard its vessels during oceanic navigations and particularly in
crewmembers turnovers operations.
Target: Project is aimed at commercial vessels’ crewmembers mapping in order to sort
crews in 3 classes. Test execution will let us able to establish the presence of:
1. Healthy crewmembers (not infected by Sar-Cov2),
2. Crewmembers already infected but healed (having contracted virus with or without
symptoms)
3. Infected crewmember (both whit few symptoms or without symptoms).
Once completed the screening, negative people will be allowed to work, people resulted
infected but healed (IgG+) will be prescribed to wear Individual Protection Devices (IPD)
during all services for 15 days to prevent temporary risk of virus transmission; people
resulted infected (IgM+) will be isolated and treated following medical protocols expected
by European and Italian Laws.
This certified procedure must be applied also for crewmembers turnover before embarking
in order to grant a safe trip for the vessel not having infected people onboard during
transfer from port to port with severe risk to infect other crewmembers.
With the assurance, for disembarking crewmembers, to be repatriated in safe conditions.
Tests: Will be used qualitative “Covid19 IgG/IgM Rapid Test”
Test execution: We will preliminarily send a last 30 days medical history survey to be filled
by all crewmembers and delivered to our Medical Team, together with acquisition form of
consent for the treatment of sensitive data following Europeand Data Protection Law
(GDPR) and crewmembers passport copy.
Our medical team will come onboard the vessel and will perform a medical check following
medical protocols (eye inspection, mouth inspection, chest auscultation, body temperature
and oxygen saturation measurement) and will perform sierological test on every single
crewmember. Described activities will take about 20 minutes including test results.
For crewmembers turnovers test will be performed in our Clinic by appointment before
vessel embarking for inbound crewmembers and after disembarking for outbound
crewmembers on the way to the airport.
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